Distortions in structures of the twist bend nematic phase of a bent-core liquid crystal by the electric field.
The dielectric spectra of the twist bend nematic phase (N_{TB}) of an achiral asymmetric bent-core liquid crystalline compound are studied for determining the various relaxation modes. Dielectric measurements are also carried out under the bias field E up to 8 V/µm. Two molecular and two collective relaxation processes are observed. The orientational order parameters with respect to the local and the main directors determined using molecular modes are used to find the heliconical angle. The results also show that the order parameter with reference to the main director reverses its trend from increasing to decreasing at temperatures of a few degrees above the N_{TB} to N transition. The collective relaxation modes are assigned to (a) distortions of the local director by the electric field at a frequency of ∼100kHz while the periodic helical structure remains unaltered (mode attributed to flexoelectricity); (b) changes in the periodic structure arising from a coupling of the dielectric anisotropy with the electric field at the lowest frequency in the range of 100 Hz-10 kHz. Frequency of the higher frequency collective mode (∼100kHz) depends primarily on the heliconical angle and has anomalous softeninglike behavior at the N-N_{TB} transition. The lowest frequency mode is studied under the bias field E; the modulus of the wave vector gradually vanishes on increasing E (except for an initial behavior, E^{2}<0.1V^{2}/μm^{2}, which is just the opposite). The transition from the twist bend to splay bend structure is observed by a sudden drop in the frequency of this mode, followed by a linear decrease in frequency by increasing E. The results agree with the predictions made from the currently proposed models for a periodically distorted N_{TB} phase.